**Auto-Lok Yoke**

**DESIGN FEATURES**

- Interchangeable with all other Weasler yokes and standard yokes available in the market.
- Through bore keeps debris from collecting inside.
- Cast iron collar, not plastic.
- Spring covered by collar to avoid damage.
- Compound radius locking pawls fit the contour of the tractor shaft groove.

**PATENTED**

*Never before has the connection of a PTO drive shaft been so easy! The unique design of the Auto-Lok yoke allows the operator to use both hands to maneuver the shaft into the correct position.*

**PERFORMANCE BENEFITS**

- **Temporarily locking the collar in released position both hands are free to hold the weight.**
- **Collar automatically locking onto splined shaft allows both hands to support the weight and indicates the yoke is properly mounted on the tractor PTO shaft.**
- **High thrust capacity due to unique pawl design leads to less shaft damage ensuring it is always easier to connect or disconnect.**
Auto-Lok Yoke

Unique pawl design with a compound radius to perfectly fit contour of groove compared to ball bearing.

Interchangeable with all other Weasler yokes and standard yokes available in the market.

TEMPORARILY LOCKING COLLAR IN RELEASED POSITION - AUTOMATICALLY LOCKS ONTO SPLINE SHAFT

For more information see our website: www.weasler.com